Abstract Significant attempts have been made toward the intuitive understanding of nonclassical Franck-Condon factors that govern many important molecular processes from radiationless transitions to electronic spectroscopy. In the classical picture, i.e., Condon approximation, nuclear motion is assumed frozen throughout the duration of electronic transitions. However, as is demonstrated in this chapter, position and momentum jumps can compete in determining the Franck-Condon factor such that the conventional propensity rule can be misleading. We present a new method in this chapter where both position and momenta are simultaneously altered to achieve an improved description of nonadiabatic events. This optimal spawning procedure reduces to simpler approaches such as the strict momentum jump in appropriate limits, but is sufficiently flexible to describe cases where both position and momentum adjustments are important.
Introduction
as when the lowest lying conical intersection lies above the Franck-Condon point. In the analogous spectroscopic context, this case would correspond to the wings of absorption bands, where simultaneous adjustment of position and momentum, i.e., a "phase space jump," may be required. Heller and coworkers [1] have discussed how one may relate such a phase space jumping picture to the Franck-Condon factors which govern absorption spectroscopy. Small but nonvanishing Franck-Condon factors in the nonclassical wings result from an incomplete oscillatory cancellation or overlapping region of the tails of the vibrational wavefunctions on the two electronic states. If the tail region contributes to the Franck-Condon overlap between donor and acceptor states, a position jump is required. On the other hand, if the donor wavefunction is narrow, there would be no contribution to the Franck-Condon factors from the tail of the donor wavefunction. Nonvanishing Franck-Condon factors then arise from incomplete oscillatory cancellation of the acceptor wavefunction. This leads to a momentum jump in the donor state. Heller pointed out that, in principle, position jumps and momentum jumps can compete to contribute to the Franck-Condon overlap integral in the nonclassical region. Such discussion remains valid for radiationless transitions which are critical to the study of many important photochemical processes [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The surface hopping algorithm introduced by Tully and Preston [10] [11] [12] has been a widely used approach to approximate population transfer between different BornOppenheimer states. The simple and intuitive surface hopping technique has its deep roots in and goes beyond the primitive Landau-Zener theory [13, 14] that gives an analytic solution to the equations of motion governing the transition dynamics of a two-level quantum mechanical system. As contained in the Landau-ZenerStuckelberg model, surface hopping between different electronic PESs is localized in the region with large coupling between the surfaces and can be considered as a pure momentum jump. However, just as in the spectroscopic case, hybrid phase space jumps may also be important. In this chapter, we focus on the discussion of nonclassical Franck-Condon transitions, in relation to the newly developed optimal spawning technique used to describe nonadiabatic transitions in ab initio molecular dynamics.
Surface Hopping, Jumping, and Spawning
To describe nonadiabatic transitions effectively and accurately, the ab initio multiple spawning (AIMS) method has been developed in which both the electrons and the nuclei are treated quantum mechanically and on a consistent basis. Significant effort has been put into designing AIMS to alleviate the conflict between the locality of quantum chemistry and the global character of the nuclear Schrödinger equation, which has been a challenge to including quantum mechanical effects of the nuclei in ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) methods. The full multiple spawning (FMS) method, which is the dynamical core of AIMS, introduces locality in the nuclear dynamics by employing an adaptive, time-dependent basis set of frozen Gaussians [7] . Unlike the original frozen Gaussian approximation (FGA), FMS accounts fully for the nonorthogonal nature of the Gaussian basis.
In terms of electronic wavefunctions φ I (r; R) and nuclear wavefunctions χ I (R; t), the multiconfigurational total wavefunction used in AIMS can be written in the form ψ = I χ I (R; t)φ I (r; R), where the subscript I indexes the electronic state, and vectors r and R denote the electronic and nuclear coordinates, respectively. The nuclear wavefunction on each electronic state I is given by
where χ 
In Eq. (2), S is the overlap matrix defined by S
IJ is the Hamiltonian projected onto electronic PES I and J , and − → S II is the time derivative of overlap matrix. Further details can be found in the literature [15] .
The spawning procedure is the key to the accuracy and efficiency of FMS. Trajectory basis functions (TBFs) are allowed to spawn new TBFs on another electronic state only when they enter a region of nonadiabatic coupling (defined by a numerical "spawning threshold" chosen before the simulation). The nonadiabatic coupling vector d
IJ is used to help determine when spawning might be needed and along which direction the momentum vector should be adjusted for new TBFs:
Once a TBF (denoted as the parent) enters a spawning region, it is forward propagated (in time) until the effective nonadiabatic coupling falls below the spawning threshold. The newly spawned basis function (referred to as the child) is created on the other coupled electronic PES at time t f and is then backward propagated together with the parent until the initial time t i when the parent entered the coupling region. These forward-and backward-propagation steps involve only the parent and child TBFs, since there is no need to solve Eq. (2) during these steps. After forward and backward propagation, the child TBF has been spawned and it is treated the same as all other TBFs in the simulation, i.e., subsequent propagation involves coupling with all other TBFs.
The connection with classical mechanics suggests that one places the child trajectory on the classical energy shell of its parent. This might appear to conflict with the first-order perturbation theory which predicts the spawned "child" basis function to be proportional to the product of the parent basis function and the nonadiabatic coupling. In general, the child basis function predicted by first-order perturbation theory will not be a Gaussian and the best Gaussian approximation need not have the same classical energy as the parent. However, conservation of classical energy in the long-time limit is clearly desirable [16] , as is also evidenced by the state-to-state form of Fermi's golden rule, which only allows energy-conserving nonadiabatic transitions. Thus, we demand that the classical energies of the parent and child basis functions are identical. This constraint is applied together with maximization of the off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix element indicating the importance of the new basis function:
The subscript ρ inP 
Two approximate solutions can be proposed as position-preserving and momentum-preserving spawns. In the two limits, either position or momentum is fixed while the conjugate variable is adjusted to equalize classical energy between parent and child trajectories. Here we consider the position-preserving type of spawn paired with a pure momentum jump.
For a one-dimensional system, momentum jumps are clearly defined and positionpreserving spawns lead to the same adjustment used in surface hopping [11, 12] . This procedure has been justified semiclassically by Herman [17] . In practice, the momentum of a new trajectory is calculated as
where P I new is the momentum vector of Gaussian centers of the newly spawned child trajectory, P J old is that of the parent, andd IJ is a unit vector directed along the nonadiabatic coupling vector (3). D is a scalar value chosen such that the total classical energy of the parent is identical to that of the child.
Sometimes it could happen that the potential energy surface to which a spawn should occur is classically inaccessible, i.e., no real value of D in Eq. (5) achieves energy conservation. In surface hopping, such failures are known as frustrated hops. Many have tried to tease out the full implications of frustrated hops [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Recently, frustrated hops were identified as essential to proper equilibrium [18, 19] . In FMS, however, the details of the treatment of the analogous frustrated spawns is not expected to be as critical. The spawning procedure is important in that it allows nonadiabatic transitions in the first place, but spawning itself does not dictate the statistical balance of population among the various electronic surfaces. Population transfer is achieved through the solution of the Schrodinger equation in the expanded basis set and if a spawned basis function is not needed, the equations of motion will not populate it. It is also worth noting that, even using the simplest pure momentum jump, FMS differs from standard surface hopping in its backward propagation of parent-child pairs. In FMS, a to-be-spawned trajectory at time t f is not discarded immediately upon the case of frustrated spawning. Instead, a backward propagation is then performed by negating the time step in integrating the nuclear equations of motion. The backward propagation is integrated back to time t i at the beginning of nonadiabatic coupling region where another momentum adjustment is performed. Since nonadiabatic coupling vector differs at time t i from t f , occasionally momentum adjustment at t i might be sufficient and therefore a frustrated spawning at time t f would be allowed at t i . Such a delay in checking energy conservation between parent and child TBFs takes into account the global effect of PES on the temporal nuclear dynamics, and thus introduces a small probability of the system "tunneling" through the potential barrier.
To improve upon the position-preserving technique, one can introduce additional quenching to the energy shell in phase space along the nonadiabatic coupling vector. Alternatively, one can choose the descent direction along the negative of the gradient (steepest descent). For one-dimensional problems, the two approaches are identical. In general, however, their relative accuracies might vary with time and system, and the better choice is unclear. If the nonadiabatic coupling vectord IJ is chosen, then the momentum jump is followed by a position shift that minimizes the function
where R old refers to the position vector of the parent trajectory, and γ is computed to minimize (6) . The combination of momentum jump and steepest descent generally leads to spawned trajectories that may not preserve position or momentum of the parent TBFs. This introduces a bias against fully populating newly spawned TBFs in cases where the steepest descent is required, because the maximum overlap between parent and child may be poor. This diminished population transfer might be important in ensuring detailed balance, and we will explore this issue in a future paper. The key to spawning optimally lies in pinpointing the ideal blend of position and momentum displacements of child TBFs. Heller and coworkers [1, 24] noted the importance of hybrid jumps, but this has not been exploited in any general numerical method as far as we are aware. In FMS, however, the proper mix can be realized by minimizing the function
Minimizing Eq. (7) is equivalent to jointly minimizing the energy difference and maximizing the coupling between parent and child basis functions. For a fixed value of the parameter λ (which should properly be viewed as a Lagrange multiplier to be optimized), minimization pushes the energy gap toward zero while maximizing the coupling as a function of R J child and P J child . Sequentially increasing λ steadily raises the penalty for energy non-conservation while tracking changes in the coupling maximum as smoothly as possible. Each minimization cycle is performed with standard conjugate gradient techniques. Spawning optimally not only improves numerical efficiency by requiring fewer basis functions for branching ratio convergence, but also provides insight into the physical character of nonadiabatic transitions.
Results and Discussion
In the simulations in this chapter, the initial (target) wavefunction is chosen to be a single multidimensional Gaussian. Propagation is performed on diabatic PESs. To maximize overlap between the initial FMS wavepacket and the desired initial wavefunction, the complex amplitude of each trajectory basis function in the bundle is initialized by projection:
The phase space centers of the initial TBFs are sampled from the Wigner distribution of the target initial wavefunction. We further constrain the initial basis functions such that the classical energy of each basis function is within 10% of the quantum mechanical energy of the target initial wavefunction. We examine the performance of the various spawning procedures with a twodimensional, two-state conical intersection model [25] introduced by Persico and coworkers. This model has been used to describe collinear reaction of triatomic ABA and provides a useful testing bed for study and comparison of nonadiabatic simulation schemes. We have previously provided details of the simulation [26] and showed good agreement between results obtained with FMS dynamics and the numerically exact fast Fourier transform (FFT) method [27, 28] .
In this chapter, we develop and discuss the detailed relationship between optimal spawning and surface hopping/jumping. Convergence of branching ratio using various spawning algorithms has been tested and published in a recent paper [26] . We focus here on the detailed comparison of phase space jumps and quenching of energy shells using standard and optimal spawning algorithms. Results are compared using three different spawning methods. Strict p-jump refers to spawning with pure momentum adjustment along the nonadiabatic coupling vector, similar to the surface hopping algorithm. Standard spawning is of the form most often implemented in previous FMS and AIMS simulations, where a steepest descent quench to the energy shell obviates frustrated spawns. The third method is optimal spawning, as developed recently and outlined above. In all of the simulations, each TBF is allowed to spawn in the nonadiabatic coupling region. The phase space location of the Gaussian center of each parent TBF is labeled by R I parent , P I parent and that of the child TBF by R J child , P J child . The difference between the various spawning methods lies in the assignment of initial conditions of child basis functions. Ultimately, the efficiency and robustness of assigning phase space locations to newly spawned basis functions should be reflected in the accuracy of the population transfer between the different electronic states (as compared to numerically exact quantum mechanical simulations).
We plot the phase space location of each pair of parent and child trajectories in Fig. 1 . The Gaussian centers of parent trajectories at different spawning times are marked with solid circles, while those of spawned child trajectories are marked with red (using pure momentum jump) and green (using optimal spawning) crosses, respectively. Since the total phase space dimensionality is four for the Persico model, phase space locations of all the Gaussian centers are shown in two subfigures, one showing (X,P x ) and the other showing (Y,P y ). The pure momentumjump method does not allow any jump in coordinate space, such that the spawned child trajectories are not located in the optimal phase space points (which are only possible using optimal spawning method as shown in the figure) to maximize the coupling between the parent and child basis functions. Note that the difference between the two spawning techniques is most significant in (Y,P y ) subspace. The optimal child trajectories should be placed in the region with larger values of Y , since the coupling potential matrix element (between diabatic states) in the Persico model increases with Y , i.e., V 12 
2 . Therefore, the optimal spawning positions can only be achieved by appropriate hybrid surface jump in both coordinate and momentum.
In Fig. 2 , we show the coordinates of parent and child trajectories relative to the contour plots of coupling potential V pc , the coupling between parent and child trajectories. The blue contour fills in the figure mark the magnitude of V pc : the deeper the blue, the larger the coupling. The phase space location of the parent trajectory centroid is marked by a red square. The tuning parameter λ in Eq. (7) is increased sequentially to drive the optimization of the child centroid, and a typical optimization path is indicated with the red curve. The region of coordinate space where no choice of the momentum can lead to energy conservation is shaded gray. Any spawn from the parent to a point in this gray area would be frustrated. Optimal spawning places the child trajectory at a phase space point (marked with red circle) with larger V pc than that using conventional spawning techniques (indicated with blue circle). By allowing both momentum and position to vary simultaneously, optimal spawning finds the optimal place for the child trajectory where energy is conserved and parent-child coupling is maximal. In certain cases, a large hybrid phase space jump is needed for the spawned child to have same energy as its parent. As shown in Fig. 3 , such a large hybrid jump is not probable using standard spawning (and of course not possible with pure momentum-jump spawning either). With sequential increase of λ in the penalty function (7), optimal spawning successfully generates a new child basis function with both energy conserved and parent-child coupling maximized. Fig. 2 Gaussian center of parent trajectory is marked with red square, and those of child basis generated with standard and optimal spawning methods are marked with blue and red circles, respectively. Optimal spawning places child in the phase space location with larger coupling V pc between parent and child than that with standard spawning Fig. 3 Standard spawning generate child (marked by blue circle) in the energetically forbidden area, which corresponds to frustrated spawning. Optimal spawning is able to place the child (red circle) in the area with energy conserved and as well as with coupling V pc maximized
Conclusions
In the classical understanding of Franck-Condon factors, nuclear motion is assumed frozen in the duration of electronic transitions as is dictated by the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. However, position jump and momentum jump can compete with each other in adjusting the Franck-Condon factor, especially in the nonclassical regime. AIMS is an ab initio method developed to efficiently and accurately describe the nonadiabatic radiationless transitions for multidimensional systems. The spawning procedure is the key to the whole method in dealing with nuclear dynamics and allows new basis trajectories to be created on the other coupled PES when the nonadiabatic coupling term is large enough. The optimal spawning method introduced here provides an improved procedure for assigning phase space initial conditions to spawned trajectory basis functions that search for the most important basis function that should be added to the simulation, subject only to the constraint of energy conservation. Optimal spawning improves upon previous implementations in its more flexible addition of new basis functions and this can be expected to lead to faster convergence of the description of nonadiabatic events.
